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Invisible Visible   
by Katherine Kassouf Cummings



Single Tree Wulong
Description: Warming and cozying nature of this tea is the reason for the 
name. With pronounced taste and flavor of raspberry this tea won my 
heart from the first sip.  


Region: Chauzhou, Guangdong, China


Fun Fact: All tea come from China. 


Myth: Milk oolong exist is made with milk.


Truth: “milk oolong” originally refers to Taiwanese Wulong produced 
from Jin Xiang varietal usually translated as Lily flavor. It has slight 
milky taste and buttery feeling. There is a lot of artificially scented, that 
produce more intense taste and aroma. 


Brewing Tips: Gongfu brewing.


Parameters:  Vessel -  clay pot (Chauzou or Yixing clay)


Water  temperature - 88-92C = 190.4 - 197.6F


Leaves/water ration - 1:20 (5 grams for 100 ml).


Steeping time - 6, 4, 4, 5, 6 + increase gradually.
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 https://www.colleenplumb.com/invisiblevisible.htm

Colleen Plumb | INVISIBLE VISIBLE

https://www.colleenplumb.com/invisiblevisible.htm


Invisible Visible is a site-specific installation 
in the FlexSpace, to be seen and heard from 
outside on the street, through the storefront 
window of the gallery. The installation formed 
through conversation between Colleen Plumb, an 
artist, and Katherine Kassouf Cummings, a writer; 
between images and words; between the individual 
and society. Expressed through photography, 
sculpture, video, and writing, this collaboration 
invites an examination of our relationship with 
the invisible that exists all around us. With 
this installation, we are invited to join an act 
of witnessing the lives of chickens and workers, 
together subjected to the suffering created by 
our industrial food system.



Colleen Plumb makes photographs, videos, and installations 
investigating systems that perpetuate power imbalance. Her 
work is held in several permanent collections and has been 
widely published and exhibited. Plumb’s first photography 
monograph, Animals Are Outside Today (Radius, 2011), 
critically documents humans’ ambivalent dispositions 
towards animals. Plumb’s recent photography book, Thirty 
Times a Minute (Radius, 2020), examines the plight of 
captive elephants. Plumb lives in Chicago and has taught 
photography and video at Columbia College Chicago since 
1999. 

 Katherine Kassouf Cummings is a daughter, a sister, a 
friend, a teacher, an ecological citizen, and a writer. She 
co-edited the book What Kind of Ancestor Do You Want to Be? 
(University of Chicago Press, 2021). She serves as Managing 
Editor at the Center for Humans and Nature. When not at her 
desk, Katherine shares her passion for movement and women's 
health as a Pilates instructor.
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